
outdoor led signage
 

Dakco is a company specialized in led displays.

We manufacture superior quality led displays, deliver convenient customer experiences, and provide responsive services &amp; supports.

Believing in integrity, respect, excellence and empathy, Dakco build and maintain deep trust with customers, vendors, and our team members.

Dakco led displays are chosen by the famous brands for outdoor led signage example of Christian Dior, also small businesses worldwide. We are

grateful to all our customers in 6 continents, and we will keep growing steadily to serve you better.

Since 2007, Dakco has been growing steadily for 11 years. Dakco is distinguished from peers of the same age by being truely specialized in led

displays. We are involved in led displays field not only for profit, but the greatest passion for this product. All our resources and capabilities are utilized

for better R &amp; D, engineering, manufacture, and customer experience improvement. With extensive experience and expertise evolved over the

years, Dakco build the greatest looking and most reliable led displays for the world.

Needless to say, our consulting services &amp; technical supports are available 7/24 by email and telephone. We make our services &amp; supports

more responsive by IM apps such as Messenger, WhatsApp, WeChat, Skype etc. Although it is popular nowadays in every company, we act still more

efficiently because we are truly and highly motivated by your satisfaction. You will have our professional sales engineer in your contact list, and be

supported by the best technical team in the industry. No matter what time it is, just type your messages and click "send" button, you will receive

professional answers usually in minutes (8 hours at latest).
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